
Amidst campaign management challenges, our client united
GoHighLevel with SugarCRM. This dynamic combination
streamlined workflow, making campaign creation and
management a breeze. Marketing teams were armed with
advanced automation tools, boosting efficiency and offering a
unified platform for managing customer relationships and
executing campaigns. This successful integration underscores
the advantages of strategic platform optimization in streamlining
workflows.

Client seamlessly integrated
GoHighLevel with SugarCRM,
boosting campaign management
efficiency and enhancing
marketing automation tools.

SUMMARY

KEY METRIC

The workflow automation

increased sales by multifold.

GOHIGHLEVEL INTEGRATION WITH
SUGARCRM: STREAMLINING YOUR
WORKFLOW

BUSINESS CHALLENGES 
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the combined power
of both increased
overall efficiency

Our client, a mid-sized business in the finance sector, relied
on SugarCRM as its primary Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) platform. While it effectively handled
customer relationships, the company needed help in
campaign creation and management within the system. Its
process could have been more convenient and intuitive,
posing challenges in seamlessly executing effective
campaigns. The absence of robust marketing automation
tools within it further hindered its campaign management
capabilities. Acknowledging the need for an integrated
solution, our client sought to enhance their campaign
management workflow without forsaking their existing CRM.



 
Integration Setup: A seamless integration was established
between the two, allowing data to flow smoothly between
the platforms.

1.

User Training: Employees underwent training to familiarize
themselves with the integrated workflow, ensuring a
smooth transition.

2.

Campaign Creation: With GoHighLevel's user-friendly
interface and robust campaign management tools, they
could now effortlessly create, customize, and execute
marketing campaigns directly within their existing CRM.

3.

Event-Based Campaigns:4.
Automated campaigns in SugarCRM based on specific
customer interactions. This enhanced precision with event
triggers for timely and personalized interactions.

5.

Social Media Integration:6.
Synchronized social media accounts for scheduling and
tracking within the CRM. This enabled seamless sharing of
campaigns across social media channels.

7.
Solutions Built
inside the CRM

Automated
Marketing tools

Increased Sales Conversion
Rates by Multifold
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SOLUTION PROVIDED

RESULTS

Efficient Campaign Management: Integration boosted
efficiency, allowing seamless creation and monitoring of
campaigns within SugarCRM.

Enhanced Marketing Automation: It's tools automated lead
generation and follow-ups, improving targeting and
engagement.

Streamlined Workflow: The integrated solution streamlined
customer management and campaign execution, reducing the
reliance on multiple tools for simplified daily operations
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IMPACT ON BUSINESS

By integrating GoHighLevel with SugarCRM, our client
successfully addressed their campaign management
challenges. The combined power of both enhances the
overall efficiency of their business operations. This case
study showcases how a thoughtful integration strategy
can optimize workflows, improve user experience, and
drive better business outcomes.


